
Patterns for the flat straight sections can be 4" or as wide as you want. The valance and pleat patterns are 
for a 20" deep valance but can be any depth. The Charleston Valance has "Pipes" instead of pleats. "Pipe" 
is a term used by the old masters of the window treatments in the early 20th century. It means a 
smooth tapered portion of a top treatment much like that of a horn, only more narrow. These pipes 
can also be altered to fit any depth valance. The jabot sews into the valance and can be altered at the top 
so it can fit any depth valance. It cannot be altered at the bottom. As is, it hangs 40" deep. 

Fabric Suggestions: Most any fabric will work well. Bulk is not a major problem. It is 
recommended the Charleston pipes and jabots are contrast lined. Returns on the box valances should be 
self or contrast lined. Lining can tend to show at the bottom edges on all the valances. 
Trims: A void stitching bulky or stiff trims into the bottom seams. They will greatly interfere with the 
box pleats. Applying trims to the outside edge is .best. This trim must be able to curve to the shape 
of the pipes and jabots. A simple short trim on the outside edge is best. This trim must be able to 
curve to the shape of the pipes and jabots. 

YARDAGE 

To determine what size your flat sections need to be for a Box valance with returns, simply divided the 
board face measurement into equal units. They can be as small as 4'' wide or as wide as you want. For 
the Charleston or a Box Valance with jabots, subtract 16" from the board face measurement 
and then divide into equal units. 
The pipes must be cut separately to sew to the jabots and flat sections. All the other pattern pieces can 
be overlapped to eliminate some of the seams when the fabric allows. To know 
how many flat sections you can get from one width of fabric, add 1" to your selected width x 22" deep. 
The patterns sizes are:· · · 

Inverted Box Pleat ......................... '. ............... _. ....................... 9" wide x 22" deep 
Return (not needed when using jabots) .... , .................. 6 1/2" wide x 22" deep 
Pipe ................................................................... · ..................... 10" wide x 22" deep 
Jabot ............................................................................... '. 34 1/2" wide x 42" deep 

To know the cut lengths for other valance depths, add 2" to your desired finished length. Do this for all 
the pattern pieces, including the jabot. 

The same amount of lining will be needed. 

Yardage for Trims: 

Each Straight flat section ................................................ your determined size 
Each inverted box pleat ..................................................................................... 8" 
Each pipe ..................................................................................................... 111/2" 
Each return (not needed when using jabots) .................................................. 6" 
Each jabot ........................................................................................................... 43" 
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